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Thank you, Mister President.
The CCIG on behalf of a coalition of 16 NGOs, welcomes the positive
developments of the UPR as a mechanism striving to find more effectiveness
on the follow up and monitoring of recommendations. We also appreciate that
it provides opportunities to address emerging human rights issues,
offering a space to bring attention to them. We strongly uphold its
complementarity with the work of the Treaty Bodies and the Special
Procedures.
Hence, we are deeply concerned with the current situation of UN budget cuts
and its profound implication to human rights on the ground. While
welcoming the High Commissioner’s assurance of implementation of Treaty
Bodies’ activities for 2019, the future regular conduct of their mandate is
still of major concern.
Regarding the Treaty Body Strengthening, we reiterate that reform should
not be led by financial concerns, but must adhere to the primary
criterion of ensuring effective human rights protection, placing right
1
holders at the center and upholding the essential integrity of the System.
States must continue to provide financial support to enable the treaty
bodies to fulfill their duties (in assisting States to comply with their human
2
rights obligations. )
While commending the progress made by States through the UPR and
reaffirming our commitment to continue engaging with it, we stress that each
UN body for human rights offers a unique, equally valuable and needed
contribution. They are, in fact mutually reinforcing each other as are the
rights they intend to protect.
Thank you, Mister President.
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https://www.geneva-academy.ch/joomlatools-files/docman-files/Optimizing%20UN%20Treaty%20Bo
dies.pdf
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Open NGO letter regarding the critical funding gap affecting UN human rights mechanisms and the
Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, available at
http://www.ccig-iccg.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/Open-NGO-letter-on-budget-challanges-forUN-expert-bodies-final-for-publication.pdf

